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Cats, dogs, hens, foxes, lions, tigers, even lemursâ€” this character-filled collection, curated by

Brooklynbased artist and illustrator Happy Menocal, features one hundred animal postcards from

ten celebrated artists: Katharine Barnwell, Ben Giles, David Howell, Charlotte Linton, Geoffrey

Martin, Menocal, Alice Pattullo, Sirichai, Adrien Vermont, and Kazumi Yoshida. The colorful cards,

in our popular postcard box format, are ideal for correspondence, display, or a little company. A

booklet about the artists highlights their creative processes, influences, and favorite creatures.

Card Book: 100 pages

Publisher: Princeton Architectural Press; Box Pos edition (February 17, 2015)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 1616893486

ISBN-13: 978-1616893484

Product Dimensions:  4.5 x 3.2 x 6.2 inches

Shipping Weight: 1.4 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.6 out of 5 stars       145 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #18,450 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #64 inÂ Books > Science & Math >

Nature & Ecology > Fauna   #76 inÂ Books > Science & Math > Biological Sciences > Animals

"Dog lovers are animal lovers and this box of 100 postcards by 10 artists features nothing but our

furry, feathered and finned friends. The colorful cards were curated by Brooklyn-based artist Happy

Menocal and come with a booklet highlighting each artist's creative process, influences and favorite

creatures."-CityDog magazine"The artists' wildly different styles.remind us how many different ways

there are of looking at a given creature." -Fast Co.Design

Happy Menocal is a New York- based artist. She works mostly in watercolour and ink. She has a

fine stationery line, sells limited edition prints of her work, and makes commissioned pieces for

individuals and some companies, like Aerin, Anthropologie, Jonathan Adler, Stubbs & Wootton and

Vogue.

I got these post cards for the "Ides of Trump" campaign on 3/15/17, so I didn't care a ton how they

looked, but I gotta say they are really nice cards! The card stock is great, and the printing is crisp



and clear. The design is subjective, of course, but if I was sending them to friends and family, there

are only a few I might skip.Definitely worth the 4.98 I paid!

Nice, thick cardstock. But most of the images are not to my taste. The very best ones are shown on

the outside of the box. There is a full artist's set that I might as well just toss. I would be

embarrassed to send them.

These are amazing! I do Postcrossing and am always in search of new and different postcards.

There are works from 10 different artists included (a booklet is included in the box that gives a brief

bio of each artist, as well as brief Q&As from each). Wild animals, farm animals, domestic animals,

birds, fish, and many other varieties are pictured on each card. Styles vary from oils and gouaches,

psychedelic, black and white, stylized, portraiture, and others. Although I bought these to use for

Postcrossing, they're beautiful enough that I'm framing some for my animal-loving granddaughter's

room. I wish there were similar box sets like this for other interests, as well.

This has a wonderful variety of animal art, on quality paper, all packed in a neat little box. There are

ten different artists that contributed, and the styles vary from traditional & classic, to modern, artsy &

inbetween.I had been looking at these for a while, then saw them drop to $5, so I couldn't pass them

up. There are a lot of these 100 postcard boxes in various themes, and most retail around $20-25. 

has the majority of theirs around $12-$16, so this one is a steal.Honestly, now that I've seen

firsthand just how nice these are, I plan on getting some more. The Art of Disney one is next on my

list.I can't agree with the original retail price, but I think that any of these sets are well worth $10-12,

maybe $15 for a particular theme that I needed for a gift.

For the price you can't beat it... Geoffry Martins, Katharine Barnwell are spectacular...BUT David

Howell is marginal & Adrien Vermont and Kazumi Yoshida are pathetic. To call them artists is a

joke, great if they were in preschool & when they weren't looking you'd throw it away. Takes a time

to come but I enjoy dropping people a note & for that they are perfect.

I am very happy with this purchase. The postcards are great quality. They are sturdy and you can

use any pen when writing on them without fear of smudging. I loved the artistic liberty taken with the

images. There are no cards here that I would deem "inappropriate" some are traditionally drawn

others are quite avant-garde. I have gotten very positive feedback from postcrossing recipients that



have referred to some as charming, edgy, and interesting.

A huge variety of lovely animal postcards! The postcards do not have lines for the address or a

separation line between the message and the address, so I just quickly take a ruler and a pen and

add those in myself. All in all, the cards have is lots of variety, with different art styles, all kinds of

animals from all over the world. I do not really like Adrien Vermont's art style, but that is just my

personal taste. I am not sure that I will be sending those. However, the other 9 artist produced very

beautiful drawings and paintings, and I will certainly be mailing those. The printing on the cards is

very high quality (none of the images sare pixelated), and the colours are nice and vibrant and

bright. Each postcard is 9.8 cm by 14.2 cm. It's a very wonderful set for the price!

I send a lot of postcards doing Postcrossing and this set has gotten a lot of use due to the wide

range of animals- there's something for everyone's favorite. Some of the art is more realistic and

some is more modern or child-like, but the cards themselves are quality and take pen well on the

writing side. I expect these will all be used up quickly and the ones that I've sent overseas so far

usually end up tagged as favorites. The box that they arrive in with the dividers is also nice and

sturdy.
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